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Course program

ÅCollected in syllabus on course home page





Lab sign-up  
two alternatives each for Lab-exercises

Do this already today!



Sign-up with your StiL
(Chinese students will get StiL by mail)



Dujiangyan

Guardian Ox at Summer Palace, Beijing

What is the connection?



Lab 1 & 2



Example: Control of Server Systems

Multi-tier systems of 
Web browsers, 
business logic and 
databases

Feedback at various 
levels

Queue Control

IBM, HP, Microsoft, 
!ƳŀȊƻƴΣ ΧΦ

Challenges:

ω Modeling formalisms 
(DES, ODEs, queuing 
ǘƘŜƻǊȅΣ Χύ

ω Design of software 
and computing 
systems for 
controllability









What is Automatic Control?
.ŜŦƻǊŜ ǿŜ ǎǘŀǊǘΧ

Anders Robertsson

Based on mtrl from  Bernhardsson, K-E Årzenet al



Overview

ÅIntroductory example: Automatic Speed Control

ÅWhere do we find control algorithms?

ÅHow to do it?

ÅHow does it differ from signal processing and what 
other courses are there then?

ÅExemples

ïWeb-server control

ïReseourceallocation in communication and computer 
systems 



{ǇŜŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭΥ άhǇŜƴ ƭƻƻǇέ



Speed control: Feedback



Feedback

A very powerful principle 

+ Attenuates disturbances 

+ Reduces sensitivity to process variations

+ Does not demand very detailed models 
+ (cmp with Feedforward

- Can amplify measurement noise

- Can cause instability



Feedforward (open loop)

+ Reduces effect of measurable disturbances 

+ Allows for fast reference changes without 
introducing a control error 

- Demands good model of process

- Demands stable system



Feedforward+ Feedback





Where do we find control?



Where do we find control?

Everywhere !



Keep graphics 

below the teand 

to the right

Power Generation and 

Distribution



Process Control

Keep graphics 

below the teand 

to the right



Buildings

Design &

Energy Analysis

Windows & 

Lighting 

HVAC 

Safety

Elevators

Indoor 

Environment 

Natural 

Ventilation

Vibration

damping 

Sensors, Networks,Communications, Controls

Slide from UTRC



Manufacturing robotics

Keep graphics 

below the teand 

to the right



Small and large in very

different domainsé

http://video.google.se/videoplay?docid=1210345008392050115&ei=tznoSrXwKqDQ2wLP1I2PD

w&q=humanoid+robot&hl=sv&client=firefox-a#

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1czBcnX1Ww

http://video.google.se/videoplay?docid=1210345008392050115&ei=tznoSrXwKqDQ2wLP1I2PDw&q=humanoid+robot&hl=sv&client=firefox-a
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1czBcnX1Ww


http://www.smerobot.org/15_final_workshop/download/half%20resolution/D1_Parallel_Kinematic_512x288_500kBit.wmv

http://www.smerobot.org

The Fanta Challenge

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOESSCXGhFo



Dart- and ball-catching robot

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fxzh3pFr3Gs



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JgdbFW5mEg&list=PL13509A9A50E93865

buttonBox_hd_new.wmv
buttonBox_hd_new.wmv


Vehicles



Automotive

Strong technology driver

Engine control

Power trains

Cruise control

Adaptive cruise control

Traction control

Lane guidance assistance

Traffic flow control



Automotive

Strong technology driver

Engine control

Power trains

Cruise control

Traction control
Road-Tire Friction Estimation for AFS 

Vehicle Control

Master thesis work by

Andreas Andersson



Consumer Electronics 



Feedback is a central feature of life. The process of 

feedback governs how we grow, respond to stress 

and challenge, and regulate factors such as body

temperature, blood pressure, and cholesterol level.

The mechanisms operate at every level,  from the 

interaction of proteins in cells to the interaction of 

organisms in complex ecologies. 

Mahlon B Hoagland and B Dodson The Way Life Works Times Books 1995

Biology



Control in medical applications

http://www.diadvisor.eu/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XdC1HUp-rU&list=UUp7U47g4ZH1XQK_zqTPVvoQ

http://www.intuitivesurgical.com/

http://www.diadvisor.eu/


Error control of software systems [L.Sha]

ÅThe idea behind error control of software is to 
use ideas similar to the ideas used in feedback 
control in order to detect malfunctioning software
components and, in that case fall back on, a 
well-tested core software component that is able 
to provide the basic application service with 
guarantees on performance and safety.

ÅProvide techniques and tools that support 
making the semantic assumptions of each 
software component explicit and machine 
checkable.



Error control of software systems [L.Sha]

ÅThe idea behind error control of software is to 
use ideas similar to the ideas used in feedback 
control in order to detect malfunctioning software
components and, in that case fall back on, a 
well-tested core software component that is able 
to provide the basic application service with 
guarantees on performance and safety.

ÅProvide techniques and tools that support 
making the semantic assumptions of each 
software component explicit and machine 
checkable.



Automatic Control- The Hidden 
Technology

ÅUsed everywhere

ÅVery successful

ÅA prerequisite for several products and 
systems

ÅNot so visible
ïExcept for when things 

go wrong!

ÅWhy?
ïEasier to see and market applications than 

principles, methods and ideas.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4h9qJ6NG9E



JAS ςthe sequel

Stockholm water festival 1993

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=mkgShfxTzmo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVr6QJzW094



How to do it?



How do we design a controller?

ÅWe choose the controller structure and 
parameters so that the closed-loop system get 

a desired dynamicbehaviour.

Åά¢ƘŜ ǘŜŎƘƴƻƭƻƎȅ ǘƻ ƎŜǘ ǘƘƛƴƎǎ ǘƻ ōŜƘŀǾŜ ŀǎ 
ȅƻǳ ǿŀƴǘ ǘƘŜƳέ



Example: differential equations

Which is the έƎƻƻŘ ǎƻƭǳǘƛƻƴέ and which solution is έōŀŘέ

i.e.,      stable vs           unstable ? 



Differential equations

stable       unstable 



Differential equations

stable       unstable 



Differential equations



Differentialekvationer






